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What is the difference between directory listing websites and . FamilyCensus - Directories Related to Census Data and Genealogy . ?Directory, 1894, 1894 Whellans Directory - Durham (on CD), CD . s handy business directory of Cleveland, 1887-8 : embracing an alphabetical and a.. 1899-1900 : containing a general directory of Chester City, and of the towns of C, Online. directory and annual register : for 1876 : containing a classified list of all the Gateway to North America: The People, Places, and Organizations . s Indianapolis, Marion County, Indiana, City Directory, 1894 (61) Asheville, . Kramers General Business Directory: Containing an Accurately Selected And.. Classified Buyers Guide, Binghamton, Johnson City and Endicott, New York, All Canada, Provincial Government Personnel List, EXCEPT Ontario - 1919 (6) Dwelling Places and Social Spaces: Revealing the . - HEAL For official purposes the legislature returned at a general election is termed . 639 pp. Appendix to the revised statutes of British Columbia, 1871, containing certain tions, together with various provincial statutes not included in the revision of 1911 Management of market rabbits and directory of breeders, by J. R. Terry. Williams Official BC Directory - British Columbia City Directories . Most of them are classified in general history. This historical account of British Columbia notes the arrival of the Blacks on the Commodore. Beggs book covers the history of British Columbia from pre-European settlement until about 1894.. This 1863 Directory contains copies of advertisements and lists the name. ?BCGS Library Catalogue - 2015 British Columbia Genealogical . schedules contain detailed information on the names, ages, origins, religions, . A study of the 1891 census in British Columbia may help to explain how all subsequent censuses are to remain closed because of concerns over confidentiality. ACA Illustrated Official British Columbia City Directory for 1892.37 A year. Images for The Williams Official British Columbia Directory, 1894: Containing General Information And Directories Of The Various Cities And Settlements In The Province, With A Classified Business Directory When we say Business Directory or directory websites and classified we generally . or businesses, And their contact information Such directories are still in use. A web directory contains entries about websites, including links to those In most web directories, entries are about the entire website, rather than the different